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The classic crossword series returns with 300 never-before-published puzzles!In 1924, Simon &

Schuster published its first title, The Cross Word Puzzle Book. Not only was it the publisherâ€™s

first release, it was the first collection of crossword puzzles ever printed. Today, more than eighty

years later, Simon & Schusterâ€™s legendary crossword puzzle book series maintains its status as

the standard-bearer for cruciverbal excellence. This series continues to provide the most

challenging, fresh, and original puzzles on the market. Created by the best contemporary

constructorsâ€”and edited by top puzzle master John M. Samsonâ€”these Thursday to

Sundayâ€“size brain breakers offer hours of stimulation for solvers of every level. With hundreds of

puzzles in one volume, the Simon & Schuster Mega Crossword Puzzle Book will test the knowledge

of solvers everywhere. Can you avoid turning to the answer key? Sharpen your pencils, grit your

teeth, and find out!
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These are the only puzzles I've found that place the grid at the top of the page, thus giving the

solver a platform for writing, rather than leaving one's hand in one's lap. I'll continue to use them

until and unless another publisher wakes up to the comfort of the solver.

Overall, this continues to be great value for the money. Either I'm gettingsmarter or the less difficult



ones in this book aren't as challenging.That's the only reason for 4 stars instead of 5. Maybe I

should givemyself the 5th star, but still stay humble.

This collection of crosswords contains a variety of puzzles. Some are easier, but not too easy, and

others are more challenging. This is one of the best collections I've tried. Will Shortz collections are

also some of my favorites. I highly recommend both.

I have been getting this series of crossword puzzle books for a few years now. The themes are fun

and the print and font are easy to read. love the perforated pages too!

if you like stupid puns, this is the book for you--lots of "variant" spellings and cute puns but very little

intelligence... and some of the "variant" spellings really don't exist in English--they're just a way of

making a lazy crossword writer's job easy. As for the accuracy of the clues, they often only apply to

the definition of the words in the most tangential way.

However, it is not at the difficulty level I was expecting. I'm going through it way too fast. I have

subsequently ordered what I hope are higher difficulty books and expect to receive them any day

now.

I order the books in this series for my husband who is a crossword puzzle nut and he loves them.

The pages have perforated edges at the spine which make them easy to tear out and carry with

him. He works 3 or 4 puzzles a day, so the size of the book is good. Delivery was fast and the 

experience was another positive one.

I have not used this Simon & Schuster Mega Crossword Puzzle Book #13 yet, but the books in this

series are my favorite ones. This one in particular has large spaces to write in, is easier to read, and

has perforated pages. These puzzle books contained enough puzzles to keep me busy for a long

time. Many of them (this one included) contain 300 puzzles. I'm an avid crossword puzzler who

solves several every day. This one is not impossibly difficult and not too easy.
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